COMARCH AND NEDAP IMPROVE
PARKING IN WARSAW
The city of Warsaw selected the Polish IT company Comarch to optimize parking in the streets of Warsaw. In
this project in the capital city of Poland, Nedap partners up with Comarch for the occupancy detection of
individual parking spaces, using the SENSIT bay-mounted sensor system. Almost 200 parking spaces at the
Plac Konstytucji and in front of the Central Railway Station of Warsaw are monitored by smart parking
technologies. Real-time parking information is available in the Comarch Smart City Parking software
application. The project has been commissioned by Zarząd Dróg Miejskich (Municipal Road Authority).

Warsaw Capital City
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Comarch Smart City Platform
To improve parking in the streets of Warsaw, the Polish
company Comarch was selected by the city of Warsaw to
introduce a smart parking platform. The technology behind
this smart parking solution is based on Comarch’s Smart
Parking system and a mobile application for inhabitants and
visitors. This enables the system to collect information on the
occupancy and vacancy of parking spots and to inform drivers
in real time about the number of available parking spaces
including navigation to the suggested available parking spot.
Besides that, Comarch offers a management and analytical
platform on the parking infrastructure. This enables the
municipal roads authority to obtain analytical data in the form
of reports and summaries of key indicators and statistics on
utilization of parking spaces. This will help the city authorities
to make decisions concerning the city's future parking policy.

Parking Sensor Technology
As a part of this project, Nedap’s smart parking sensor system
SENSIT were implemented to cover the parking spaces at the
Plac Konstytucji.

“In urban agglomerations looking for parking spaces is very
time-consuming, especially in the city centre and business
districts. The Parking Information System developed by
Comarch is set to solve the problem,” says Wojciech Dec,
Comarch Smart City Product Manager. “The comfort of being
able to find a parking space faster is important to all drivers
but it also matters to residents. The shorter the time taken to
find a parking space the lower the emission of fumes. The
traffic flow is also better as the risk of congestion and
collisions is lowered,” adds Dec.

Accurate Vehicle Detection
At the Plac Konstytucji, Nedap’s SENSIT system presents the
robustness and reliability of its double sensor technology and
radio communication network. Nedap is the developer and
manufacturer of SENSIT. This vehicle detection system
consists of wireless bay-mounted sensors that detect in realtime whether or not a single parking bay is occupied and how
long it has been occupied.

“It’s great to see the results of the parking solution
in Warsaw. Using the dual-detection sensor
technology, magnetic and infrared, combined with
the intelligent software application, the SENSIT
system ensures accurate vehicle detection
measuring. From that software the parking data is
real-time integrated into the Smart City Parking
platform of Comarch”, explains Ido Wentink,
Business Development Manager at Nedap.

The testing phase of the project has been launched in August
2016 and were continued until the end of the year.

